Analysis of large experimental datasets in electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
An approach for the analysis of large experimental datasets in electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been developed. The approach uses the idea of successive Bayesian estimation and splits the multidimensional EIS datasets into parts with reduced dimensionality. Afterwards, estimation of the parameters of the EIS-models is performed successively, from one part to another, using complex nonlinear least squares (CNLS) method. The results obtained on the previous step are used as a priori values (in the Bayesian form) for the analysis of the next part. To provide high stability of the sequential CNLS minimisation procedure, a new hybrid algorithm has been developed. This algorithm fits the datasets of reduced dimensionality to the selected EIS models, provides high stability of the fitting and allows semi-automatic data analysis on a reasonable timescale. The hybrid algorithm consists of two stages in which different zero-order optimisation strategies are used, reducing both the computational time and the probability to overlook the global optimum. The performance of the developed approach has been evaluated using (i) simulated large EIS dataset which represents a possible output of a scanning electrochemical impedance microscopy experiments, and (ii) experimental dataset, where EIS spectra were acquired as a function of the electrode potential and time. The developed data analysis strategy showed promise and can be further extended to other electroanalytical EIS applications which require multidimensional data analysis.